
English Olympiad level 4 Sample paper Ans key                 

English Olympiad Level 4  

 Total Marks: 45 

Q1. Read the passage and answer the questions asked below. (6) 

1. What was the great contest in Greece for? 

__To decide which God to choose as their protector__ 

2. Who was born from the forehead of the king of Gods? 

a. Zeus   b. Athena  c. Poseidon 

3. Say true or false: Poseidon was the God of the sea. 

_True___________________________________________________ 

4. What was the significance of Acropolis? 

_The people gathered there to decide important matters, to pray, and to 

celebrate festivals_ 

5. What did Athena give the people as a present? 

_An olive tree as a sign of food and peace__ 

6. What is the meaning of the word ‘guardian’? 

_ a person who protects or defends something__ 

 

Q2. Correct the spellings of the underlined word and rewrite. (5) 

1. Please do not make any sound, the baby is sleeping. 

2. Did you hear the Prime Minister’s speech on Teacher’s Day. 

3. You must remember to turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

4. Actually I live with my Aunt. I came here for holidays. 

5. Should I bill this altogether? 
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Q3. Change to direct speech. (2) 

1. The shopkeeper asked the children what he could get for them. 

__The shopkeeper asked the children, “What can I get for your’ll?”_ 

2. Mother told Robert that they will get a bus soon. 

_Mother told Robert, “We will get a bus soon.”_ 

 

Q4. Make sentences using the subject, verb and object given below. (3) 

1. Subject: Adi ; Verb: watching ; Object: cricket match 

__Adi is watching an exciting cricket match._ 

2. Subject: girl; Verb: sings; Object: church choir 

_The girl sings in the church choir every evening.__ 

3. Subject: Mother; Verb: cooks; Object: meal 

__Mother cooks a tasty meal for us everyday.__ 

Q5. Solve the below given crossword. (8) 
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Q6. Circle the correct conjunction in each sentence. (2) 

1. Joel went to school and / or to the movie theatre. 

2. Mirza got a bad cold and / because a terrible body ache. 

Q7. Fill in the blanks with the correct collective noun. (2) 

1. The football __team_ won the match. 

2. The __herd____ of cows are grazing in the fields. 

3. How much for this lovely _bunch_ of grapes? 

4. Please put this __set/bundle___ of books on the table. 

Q8. Underline the abstract noun in each of the below given sentences. (4) 

1. Father gave us permission to go for the picnic. 

2. He pulled the rope with all his strength. 

3. We were filled with joy on hearing the news. 

4. He is admiring the beauty of the nature around. 

Q9. Rewrite the sentences with an apostrophe in the correct place for the 

possessive nouns. (2) 

1. Rams books are neat and tidy. 

____Ram’s books are neat and tidy.___ 

2. Two of his youngest dogs names were Rover and Tommy. 

__Two of his youngest dogs’ names were Rover and Tommy.__ 

Q10. Correct the error in the passage and rewrite.      (2) 

The children are in the garden playing. Suddenly they see two young 

ponies. They want to ride on them. But their feet are too short to reach the 

ground. They decide to pick up the fallen leaves instead. 
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Q11. Complete the below given table using the correct form of the 

adjective            (2) 

Adjective Comparative form Superlative form 

bad worse worst 

complicated more complicated most complicated 

 

Q12. Fill in the blanks with the adjectives written in the correct order. (3) 

1. Tall, green, pinewood ( tall, green, pinewood) trees can be found in this 

forest. 

2. The child is waving a huge, red, paper (huge, paper, red) balloon. 

3. Ramesh bought an expensive, new, electronic (electronic, expensive, 

new) gadget. 

 

Q13. Fill in the blanks with the right prepositions from the list below. (2) 

up    from    after    above    in    with 

 

1. I will go to play in the park ____after__________  my tutions. 

2. Would you like some jam _with__ your bread? 

3. There are dark clouds in the sky __above____. 

4. The sun rises ____in______ the east. 

Q14. Do as asked and complete the sentences.     (2) 

1. Sam __will have____ (future tense of have) a bath after an hour. 

2. Because it __was raining__ (past continuous form of rain) yesterday, we 

did not go for the picnic. 


